FORM FOR GENERAL BID

TO THE AWARDING AUTHORITY:

A. The undersigned proposes to furnish all labor and materials required for Building Roof Upgrades/Repairs, MA State Project No. RCC2261-FT1 #J235855 [BDO #5722] for the Roxbury Community College in Roxbury Crossing Massachusetts in accordance with Contract Documents prepared by ICON Architecture, Inc. for the contract price specified below, subject to additions and deductions according to the terms of the specifications.

B. This bid includes addenda numbered: 1

C. The proposed contract price is:

One million five hundred sixty-four thousand dollars $1,564,000.00

There are no Alternates for this project.

D. The subdivision of the proposed contract price is as follows:

ITEM 1. The work of the general contractor, being all work other than that covered by ITEM 2.

TOTAL OF ITEM 1 .................................. $697,400.00

ITEM 2. Sub-bids as follows:

Sub-trade | Name of Filed Sub-bidder | Sub-Bid Amount | Bond Required
---|---|---|---
Masonry Work | The Waterproofing Company | $171,600.00 | No
Roofing and Flashing | Greenwood Industries, Inc. | $695,000.00 | No

TOTAL OF ITEM 2 .................................. $866,600.00

Greenwood Industries, Inc., David S. Klein - President
Jun 30, 2022 11:01:17
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